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3	 	How	do	they	celebrate?
1. Look at the pictures and choose the answer.

What is the reading about?
a. Christmas b. presents c. ways of celebrating

2. Read.

These are different ways in which people 
celebrate special dates.

Most children in Latin America celebrate birthdays by 
breaking a piñata.

Mexican people celebrate Christmas with a candle parade 
for the Festival of “Posadas.”

Chinese people celebrate the New Year by watching 
fireworks and carrying paper lanterns.

North American and British people celebrate Saint 
Valentine's Day by giving flowers, chocolate, and cards.
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3. Choose the correct answer.

Mexican people celebrate Christmas ...
a. by blowing  b. with a candle  c. by sending flowers 
 candles  parade  

North American and British people celebrate Saint Valentine's 
day by...
a. giving flowers, b. watching  c. blowing candles 
 chocolates and   fireworks 
 cards

Chinese people celebrate New Year...
a. with a candle  b. by blowing  c. by watching   
 parade.  candles.  fireworks 

4. Choose a holiday  in your country. Write an invitation.

Come to celebrate _____________________________
                                                     (holiday)

Country: ______________________________________ 

Day: _________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________
Time: _________________________________________
Place: _________________________________________

Activity:  ______________________________________                                         
_______________________________________________
 _______________________________________________

4	 (How you celebrate)
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It's on 
September 

9th.
We have an  
honour flag  
ceremony...

scissors

glue cardboard

marke
rs 

coloured pencils

In September,  
we celebrate  
School's Day.

4	 	Just	for	fun!

Our	class	calendar
Instructions

1. Make 12 groups. Each group chooses  
a month.

2. Find out special celebrations in that month.

3. Cut out page 51. Write and decorate.

4. Present to your class. 
 Mention the name of special holidays, the date of the holidays 

and how people celebrate them.
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Unit 2
1	 	The	body	parts
1. Fill in the puzzle. Number 1 is done.

5

2
1

1 8

10
3

79

4

11

12

9

11

6
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long
short

big
little

blond
black
brown
green
blue

eyes
hair

__ __ __ __

__

__

__ __ __

__ __

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

big blue eyes

long blond hair

__

  

  

  t  a  l  l

  __  h  __  r  t

  __  __  n  g

  c  __  __  b  b y

  y  __  __ n  g

    __ __ d

  __  __  t  t  __  e

    __  g

  

2. Complete. Match the words with the correct picture. Some   
words can be matched to more than one picture.

3. Write down as many combinations as you can. 

________________ ________________ _________________

________________ ________________ _________________

________________ ________________ _________________

________________ ________________ _________________
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Useful

Expressions

She is short, chubby and young.

            
height   weight          

  age

She has short, black hair.

          
          

  length  colour

She has big, blue eyes.

 
            

size  colour

his

first

long

see
green

bee
little

third
thin

three feet

wavy

her
she

old
straight

2	 	What	do	they	look	like?
1. Complete.

She is short, ____________ and _____________.

She has ______________, ____________________ hair 
and______________, _____________ eyes.

He is _____________, ____________   
and ________________.

He has __________, ___________  
hair and _____________,  
________________ eyes.

2. Colour the words with ”i” as in tree. Use green.

                                                        Write the words.
     see                  

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________
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3	 	An	alien	comes	to	Earth
1. Read and match.

Hal is an alien, he is from Mars. 
He wants to be a boy. He comes to the  
Earth to see what a boy looks like.

Hal finds a boy by a tree. He  
is short and thin. He has short,   
brown hair and big, brown eyes.

When the boy sees Hal, he gets scared, 
screams and runs away. Hal gets scared 
and runs away, too.

2. Choose the correct answer.

1. What is the story about?
 a.  a boy b.  an alien c.  the Earth

2. What does Hal want to be?
 a.  a boy b.  an alien c.  a tree

3. Which one is Hal? 
 a. b. c.

a.

b.

c.
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